FAASTeam presents:

Is General Aviation safety in danger?
There is so much new technology in aircraft design and avionics today that it raises the question, "have/are pilots able to keep up?" Are we spending the necessary time and effort to be competent when operating these new technologies? When problems arise do we rely so heavily on the technology that we have forgotten the principle skills of "flying the airplane first" and become unable to cope with basic flying? Are the problems that sometimes challenge commercial airline pilots also challenging general aviation pilots? FAASTeam Lead Representative and local flight instructor Kathleen Snaper will present an interactive evening using actual aviation accident case study scenarios to discuss the importance of staying connected to good aviator basics and to relate commercial aviation lessons learned to general aviation lessons we can all take with us on our next flights. This is an excellent opportunity to gain a different perspective and review what you have learned or what you teach concerning basic aviator skills. All levels of pilots are invited.

Directions: Grand Canyon Room in the North Las Vegas Terminal
A message from the National FAASTeam Manager

Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.
Sign up for the FAA’s safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the “Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.